Romania’s LA ORIZONT - SKYLINE DRONES are European launch
customers for IDRONECT OS
Timișoara, September 18th 2020

Skyline Drones and La Orizont, in a joint alliance, have been onboarded on the new
IDRONECT OS and have become the launching customer and partner for the drone
management platform in Europe.
Ciprian IORGA – General Manager, La Orizont and Skyline Drones Romania , says; “Together
we partnered with IDRONECT as a solution for all our flight operations, allowing us to
spend more time flying and less time worrying. iDronect is a heavy duty drone operation
platform and offers an efficient management solution for our projects, resources and
equipment. We are offer a wide range of services in the fields of precision agriculture and
custom professional inspection services via state of the art grade drones. As such we
needed a full and comprehensive system that can manage all aspects of our business.
IDRONECT OS is really the only platform that meets all of our expectations.”

Tom Verbruggen, CEO of IDRONECT, adds “We are very happy of having Skyline Drones
and LA Orizont, join the IDRONECT community and having onboarded the team on our
newest IDRONECT OS platform. We really step up our game by supporting a drone
company and operator that flies multiple drone types, with a large team of pilots and
management staff. That is what IDRONECT OS is really all about: to ease administration,
maximize efficiency, and to enable the drone company to scale and grow. Furthermore,
Skyline Drones and LA Orizont are not just our customers but they are also our brand
ambassadors in Romania. We are very proud to have this partnership.”

IDRONECT OS is the operating system for professional drone businesses, that makes it easy to fly
drones in a safe and legal way, but also makes it easy to run a professional drone business. It
maximizes compliance towards regulations and procedures and allows the operator to win the market
before the competition has even started the quoting process. IDRONECT OS replaces more than 10
other applications that are typically used by drone operators and gathers all required information in one
place. www.idronect.com contact: info@idronect.comor t om@idronect.com
Skyline Drones and LA Orizont Romania is a joint alliance that offers a wide range off services in the
fields of precision agriculture and custom professional inspection services via state of the art grade
drones. They work with certified pilots with more than 1000 flight missions experience all together.
Experience in thermography missions, photogrammetry, industrial inspection and surveillance and
having proven experience in industrial sector and agriculture (TINMAR energy, OMV Petrom, Syngenta,
Monsanto) h
 ttps://skylinedrones.ro/ , https://laorizont.ro/ contact: ciprian.iorga@laorizont.ro

